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MicroBooNE and the future SBN program
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Short-baseline anomalies 
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• Puzzling collection of short-baseline anomalies  
➡ E. Huang’s talk on new MiniBooNE results 
➡ M. Maltoni’s talk on global picture of sterile neutrinos 

• The search for new physics is the holy-grail of the particle physics community  

• The DUNE long-baseline program will strongly rely on the resolution of these 
anomalies (extra oscillations can lead to mis-interpretation of the flagship δCP 
measurement)

References:  
S. K. Agarwalla, S. S. Chatterjee, A. Dasgupta and A. Palazzo, JHEP 1602, 111 (2016)
D.Dutta, R. Gandhi, B. Kayser, M. Masud and S. Prakash, JHEP 11, 122 (2016)
B. Kayser, proceedings C16-03-12, 2016
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Need to resolve the anomalies ➡ Short-Baseline Neutrino program
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MicroBooNE and the SBN program

• Staged approach: MicroBooNE (phase 1) and the SBN program (phase 2) is 
a powerful way to address the short-baseline anomalies 

• Progress on ICARUS and SBND construction and installation 

• MicroBooNE and the search for the low-energy excess: 

1. Strong understanding of the detector and highly developed event reconstruction  

2. Neutrino interaction measurements 

3. Towards low-energy excess: solid validation of νe and photon analyses

4

New physics results presented here

First results on νe and γ selections

New results and reconstruction techniques (with data), paving the way to future LAr detectors 

Many new results from MicroBooNE  
Only few highlights presented here 

See all the new Public Notes (http://microboone.fnal.gov/public-notes/)
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The Short-Baseline Neutrino Program
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A Proposal for a Three Detector

Short-Baseline Neutrino Oscillation Program

in the Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam

BNB 
on-axis

NuMI 
off-axis
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The Short-Baseline Neutrino Program
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A Proposal for a Three Detector

Short-Baseline Neutrino Oscillation Program

in the Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam

SBNDMicroBooNEICARUS

A three liquid argon detector experiment:
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The Short-Baseline Neutrino Program
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A Proposal for a Three Detector

Short-Baseline Neutrino Oscillation Program

in the Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam

SBNDMicroBooNEICARUS

A three liquid argon detector experiment:

First detector 
L = 470 m 
M = 85 ton

MiniBooNE

Phase 1

Address the MiniBooNE low-energy excess 
Make neutrino-Argon cross-section measurements
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The Short-Baseline Neutrino Program
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A Proposal for a Three Detector

Short-Baseline Neutrino Oscillation Program

in the Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam

SBNDMicroBooNEICARUS

A three liquid argon detector experiment:

Near detector 
L = 110 m 

M = 112 ton

Far detector 
L = 600 m 

M = 476 ton

First detector 
L = 470 m 
M = 85 ton

SBN Physics Program I-42

FIG. 21: Electron neutrino charged-current candidate distributions in LAr1-ND (top),
MicroBooNE (middle), and ICARUS-T600 (bottom) shown as a function of reconstructed neutrino
energy. All backgrounds are shown. In the left column, only muon proximity and dE/dx cuts have
been used to reject cosmogenic background sources. In the right column, a combination of the inter-
nal light collection systems and external cosmic tagger systems at each detector are assumed to con-
servatively identify 95% of the triggers with a cosmic muon in the beam spill time and those events
are rejected. Oscillation signal events for the best-fit oscillation parameters from Kopp et al. [41] are
indicated by the white histogram on top in each distribution.

counts listed for Dirt and Cosmogenic events are larger than those given in Sections II F and
IIG. This is a result of energy smearing e↵ects which are properly simulated in the final sen-
sitivity analysis (15%/

p
E), but not in the earlier stages of simulations where true energies

were used to display the predictions. The predicted background energy spectra are provided
well below the 200 MeV cuto↵ value used in the analysis such that events can be properly
smeared in both directions. Because both backgrounds are steeply falling functions of photon
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Phase 2 Example signal for a sterile neutrino (see SBN proposal for details)

SBND
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The Short-Baseline Neutrino Program
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A Proposal for a Three Detector

Short-Baseline Neutrino Oscillation Program

in the Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam

SBNDMicroBooNEICARUS

A three liquid argon detector experiment:

Near detector 
L = 110 m 

M = 112 ton

Far detector 
L = 600 m 

M = 476 ton

First detector 
L = 470 m 
M = 85 ton

Phase 2

• Main goal is to resolve definitively the short-baseline anomalies           
(both with appearance and disappearance studies) 

• Extensive ν-Ar cross-section measurement program (crucial for DUNE) 
• Supernovae studies
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The Short-Baseline Neutrino Program
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LSND 90%

LSND 99%

σGlobal 2017 1

σGlobal 2017 2

σGlobal 2017 3

Global 2017 best fit

σSBN 3

σSBN 5

SBN sensitivities assume exposures of:
 protons on target in ICARUS and SBND2010×6.60
 protons on target in MicroBooNE2010×13.2

Global 2017: S. Gariazzo et al., arXiv:1703.00860 [hep-ph]
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 disappearanceµν

In the 3+1 sterile neutrino analysis context…

Definitive answer to the short-baseline anomalies in 
the next ~5 years

SBN Proposal: https://arxiv.org/abs/1503.01520

https://arxiv.org/abs/1503.01520
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SBN (phase 2) current status: ICARUS and SBND
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•Detector construction underway 

•Planned data taking 2020

•Detector installation underway 

•Planned data taking 2019

•TPCs delivered 
at FNAL July 
2017 

•Warm vessel 
completed 

•Cold shield 
under installation 

•CRT panels 
installed for 
preliminary 
beam data  

•Anode Plane 
Assemblies 
and other 
components 
under 
construction 
(US & UK)

C. Adams, Deep learning in LArTPC with SBND R. Jones, A preliminary νμCC-0π  event selection in SBND J. Tena Vidal, νμCC-1π± event selection in SBND
Posters:
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MicroBooNE
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•85 ton LArTPC 
•3 wires planes 
•32 PMTs 
•Neutrino data taking 
since October 2015

Very stable detector operationVery stable detector operation

Publication: “Design and Construction of the MicroBooNE Detector”, JINST 12, 
P02017 (2017) 

Public notes: “A Measurement of the Attenuation of Drifting Electrons in the 
MicroBooNE LArTPC”, MICROBOONE-NOTE-1026-PUB, (2017) 

“Establishing a Pure Sample of Side-Piercing Through-Going Cosmic-Ray 
Muons for LArTPC Calibration in MicroBooNE”, MICROBOONE-NOTE-1028-
PUB,  (2017)  

“Study of Space Charge Effects in MicroBooNE”, MICROBOONE-NOTE-1018-
PUB,  (2016) 

And more… Smooth and steady data taking 
Efficient data acquisition

Week

http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/12/02/P02017/meta;jsessionid=DC657D18996F120301114136AE4ABDB3.c3.iopscience.cld.iop.org
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/12/02/P02017/meta;jsessionid=DC657D18996F120301114136AE4ABDB3.c3.iopscience.cld.iop.org
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•3 wires planes 
•32 PMTs 
•Neutrino data taking 
since October 2015

Very stable detector operationVery stable detector operation
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P02017 (2017) 

Public notes: “A Measurement of the Attenuation of Drifting Electrons in the 
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And more… Smooth and steady data taking 
Efficient data acquisition

Week

Run 1

http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/12/02/P02017/meta;jsessionid=DC657D18996F120301114136AE4ABDB3.c3.iopscience.cld.iop.org
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/12/02/P02017/meta;jsessionid=DC657D18996F120301114136AE4ABDB3.c3.iopscience.cld.iop.org
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Understanding a LArTPC
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Detailed characterization of the detector is key to our Physics and 
to our R&D mission for future detectors
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Understanding a LArTPC

•Powerful filtering techniques can 
address many sources of noise 

•Excellent characterization of 
multiple wire signal response (2d-
deconvolution)  

•Robust signal processing allows 
calorimetry in all three planes 
(enabling induction planes)

Detailed characterization of the detector is key to our Physics and 
to our R&D mission for future detectors

Publications 
1. “Ionization Electron Signal Processing in Single Phase LAr TPCs II: Data/Simulation Comparison and Performance in MicroBooNE”, 

arXiv:1804.02583, submitted to JINST 
2. “Ionization Electron Signal Processing in Single Phase LAr TPCs I: Algorithm Description and Quantitative Evaluation with MicroBooNE 

Simulation”, arXiv:1802.08709, accepted by JINST 
3. “Noise Characterization and Filtering in the MicroBooNE Liquid Argon TPC”, arXiv:1705.07341, JINST 12, P08003 (2017) 
4. “Detector Calibration using through going and stopping muons in the MicroBooNE LArTPC”, MICROBOONE-NOTE-1048-PUB, 2018
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Induction plane

https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.02583
https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.08709
https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.07341
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/12/08/P08003/meta
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Event reconstruction techniques
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Pandora 

simulated νμ event  

“The Pandora Multi-Algorithm Approach to 
Automated Pattern Recognition of Cosmic 
Ray Muon and Neutrino Events in the 
MicroBooNE Detector”, Eur. Phys. J. C78, 1, 
82 (2018)” 

Machine Learning

“Convolutional Neural Networks Applied to 
Neutrino Events in a Liquid Argon Time 
Projection Chamber”, JINST 12, P03011 (2017)

WireCell 

3D event image reconstructed with 
charge matching   

• Different reconstruction techniques have been developed 
• Reached high level of sophistication 
• Essential for SBN and DUNE (shared software between all experiments!)

New Public Notes and Posters 
1. A. Hourlier, “Vertex finding and reconstruction for contained two-track events in the MicroBooNE detector”, MICROBOONE-NOTE-1042-PUB, 2018 
2. B. Russell, “Towards automated neutrino selection at MicroBooNE using tomorgraphic event reconstruction”, MICROBOONE-NOTE-1040-PUB, 2018 
3. H. Wei, “Recent progress on wire-cell tomographic event reconstruction for LArTPCs”, 
4. J. Moon, Hunting muon neutrinos in microboone with deep learning techniques, MICROBOONE-NOTE-1051-PUB, 2018 
5. L. Domine & K. Terao, Applying deep neural network techniques for LArTPC data reconstruction(Kazu/Laura) 
6. Reconstruction performance studies with MicroBooNE data, MICROBOONE-NOTE-1049-PUB, 2018

νe data event  

Finalist!
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Neutrino interaction measurements
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• Cross-section measurements on Ar are essential for our low-energy excess 
analysis and for future LAr experiments (DUNE) 

• LArTPCs are powerful to study final state topologies and inform theoretical models 
(e.g. Charged particle multiplicity studies)  

• First step is to perform a νμ CC inclusive measurement 
• Follow with suites of exclusive channel measurements (by final states) 

✓νμ CC 1μNp (where N ≥ 0) 
✓νμ CC-π0 
✓νμ CC-π±  
✓High-statistics analyses
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Neutrino interaction measurements
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New results presented in this talk!

New Public notes and Posters 
1. M. Del Tutto & A. Schukraft,  First measurement of muon neutrino charged-current inclusive cross-section measurement in MicroBooNE, 

MICROBOONE-NOTE-1045-PUB, 2018 
2. J. Zennamo,  First measurement of muon neutrino charged-current neutral pion production in LArTPC, MICROBOONE-NOTE-1032-PUB, 2018 
3. A. Furmanski, Towards measurements of nuclear effects in MicroBooNE, MICROBOONE-NOTE-1046-PUB, 2018
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Neutrino interaction measurements
• Important step was to study the charged particle multiplicity (CPM) in νμ interactions  
• Powerful way to validate nuclear models (and generators)  
• First physics result!

19

Poster: A. Rafique, Comparison of Muon-Neutrino-Argon Multiplicity Distributions Observed by MicroBooNE to GENIE Model Predictions

“Comparison of Muon-Neutrino-Argon Multiplicity Distributions Observed by MicroBooNE to GENIE Model Predictions”, 
arXiv:1805.06887, submitted to PRD (2018)

Example of neutrino interaction with CPM = 2 

●

○
○

●

●

πν π

Aleena Rafique, KSU

Δ

Aleena Rafique, KSU

https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.06887
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νμ CC Inclusive measurement
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• Inclusive νμ CC interactions is the obvious first cross-section measurement 
• It has been measured by many other experiments, making it a great benchmark 
• Directly relevant to DUNE νμ CC signal

First public presentation of these results!

VENu event display http://venu.physics.ox.ac.uk
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νμ CC Inclusive measurement

Double-differential cross section coming soon!
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Flux Integrated Cross Section

MicroBooNE Data (Stat. + Syst.)
GENIE Cross Section

Poster: M. Del Tutto & A. Schukraft,  First measurement of muon neutrino charged-current inclusive cross-section measurement in MicroBooNE 
Public Note: MICROBOONE-NOTE-1045-PUB, 2018 21
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CC-π0cross-section measurement

• Understanding π0 is a crucial step towards searching for low-energy excess: 

✓Test shower reconstruction 
✓Validate electromagnetic shower energy resolution 

• First measurement of CC-π0 on Ar

22

Charged-current π0 interaction 
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CC-π0 reconstruction and selection

23

Mass of π0: 135 MeV/c2

This tests the assumptions 
made in the DUNE CDR 

and SBN Proposal
 

We are achieving a better 
energy resolution in data 

than expected

Poster: J. Zennamo,  First measurement of muon neutrino charged-current neutral pion production in LArTPC 
Public Note: MICROBOONE-NOTE-1032-PUB, 2018

Reconstruction of 
the π0 mass peak:
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CC-π0 reconstruction and selection
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Mass of π0: 135 MeV

This tests the assumptions 
made in the DUNE CDR 

and SBN Proposal
 

We are achieving a better 
energy resolution in data 

than expected

Next steps: Higher statistics analysis → differential cross-section measurement

Poster: J. Zennamo,  First measurement of muon neutrino charged-current neutral pion production in LArTPC 
Public Note: MICROBOONE-NOTE-1032-PUB, 2018

Reconstruction of 
the π0mass peak:

Total cross section:

version 1.0

FIG. 4. The measured total flux integrated ⌫µ charged
current single pion cross section, right panel, with the in-
ner bars denoting the statistical uncertainty and the outer
the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The left panel shows the full BNB flux (gray) we integrate
over and two sets of GEINE cross sections we compare our
measurement to.

T . For � we integrate from 0 GeV to 3 GeV, shown in306

Fig. 4. This results in a cross section measurements of307 D
�⌫µCC⇡

0
E

�
= (1.94 ± 0.16 [stat.]) ⇥ 10�38 cm2

Ar . Using308

our two shower selection we measure a consistent, but309

highly correlated, cross section.310

We address three major sources of uncertainty in this311

measurement: the interaction models, the neutrino flux312

prediction, and the detector simulation. The default set313

of GENIE neutrino interaction uncertainties [19] leads to314

a 16% uncertainty on this measurement. To assess the315

uncertainties on the neutrino flux prediction we utilize316

the final flux simulation from the MiniBooNE collabo-317

ration that have been ported into the LArSoft frame-318

work [7] these account for the hadron production in the319

beamline, the focusing optics of the secondary pion beam,320

and the proton counting and leads to a 17% uncertainty321

on the final cross section. Finally, for the detector sim-322

ulation we vary a wide variety of microphysical e↵ects,323

such as our electron di↵usion model, the scintillation light324

yield of particles, the electron recombination model [20],325

and our model of localized electric field distortions, along326

with the simulation of our detector response for e↵ects327

such as the single photon rate observed in our PMTs, the328

data-driven noise model [11], the data-driven signal re-329

sponse, the channels which have a tendency to have the330

safety capacitor saturate rendering them non-responsive,331

the visibility of the region surrounding our TPC to our332

PMT array, and a simulation of dynamically induced sig-333

nals on our wires [12]. We also assess an additional un-334

certainty on the reconstructed neutrino interactions that335

are contaminated by simulated cosmic activity. Taken to-336

gether these lead to a 22% uncertainty on our final cross337

section measurement.338

Taken together these uncertainties provide us with a

final measurement of:

D
�⌫µCC⇡

0
E

�
= (1.94±0.16 [stat.]±0.64 [syst.])⇥10�38 cm2

Ar

We compare this measurement with two sets of mod-339

els implemented in GENIE, the first is the default set.340

The default model set utilizes a Bodek-Richie Fermi Gas341

model for the initial nucleon energy distribution and a342

Rein-Sehgal model for the resonant production. The sec-343

ond model set uses a Local Fermi Gas model for the ini-344

tial nucleon energy distribution, a Berger-Sehgal model345

for the resonant production, and has an updated tuning346

of the hadron transport model. These are compared to347

our measured cross section in Fig. 4. We find agreement,348

within our uncertainties, with the default GENIE model.349

In conclusion, MicroBooNE has utilized the first imple-350

mentation of a fully automated electromagnetic shower351

reconstruction to measure the first charged current neu-352

tral pion cross section on argon. This measurement353

agrees within systematic uncertainties with the default354

GENIE prediction.355
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Towards the low-energy excess
Our current plan 
• Several complementary LEE analyses:  

➡ νe analyses 
✓1e1p (Deep Learning) 
✓1eNp (Pandora) 
✓ Inclusive: 1e (Pandora, WireCell) 
✓… 

➡  Single photon analyses 
✓1γ0p (Pandora) 
✓1γ1p (Pandora) 
✓…
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Crucial for testing different LEE models 
(e.g. 3+1 neutrinos, NC Δ radiative decays,…) 

Figure 1: Monte Carlo ⌫

e

CC0⇡-Np event display of the collection plane with an electron and two
protons in the final state. The reconstructed shower-like object is represented by the green
cone. The reconstructed track-like objects are represented by the red lines.

3.1 Data and Monte Carlo samples97

In this note we will analyze a subsample of the data collected by the detector between February and98

April 2016. It corresponds to an exposure of the MicroBooNE detector of 4.4⇥ 10

19 POT.99

The data was collected in two different modes, obtaining two different samples:100

Data BNB. Each event was triggered in the detector by a flash in the optical system during the101

beam gate window, with the beam on;102

Data EXT. Each event was triggered in the detector by a flash in the optical system during the103

beam gate window, with the beam off.104

Two different Monte Carlo samples were produced:105

⌫

e

CC0⇡-Np + cosmic sample. Each event has a simulated ⌫

e

CC0⇡-Np interaction in the Mi-106

croBooNE cryostat and simulated cosmic rays hitting the detector in the same readout window;107

BNB + cosmic sample. Each event has a simulated ⌫ interaction, where the neutrino flavors are108

weighted according to the BNB neutrino flux composition, and simulated cosmic rays hitting109

the detector in the same readout window.110

Neutrino events have been generated using the GENIE Neutrino Monte Carlo generator version111

2.8.6 [12] and cosmic rays have been generated using the CORSIKA Monte Carlo generator ver-112

sion 7.4003 [13]. Simulated secondary particle propagation utilizes GEANT version 4.9.6 [14], and113

detector response simulation and reconstruction employs LArSoft version 6.26.01.10 [15].114

3.2 Overview115

The reconstruction and selection chain to identify ⌫

e

CC0⇡-Np electron neutrino candidate events116

for this analysis is divided into several stages:117

1. Cosmic-ray removal: in order to suppress the cosmogenic background [9, 10], the Pandora118

framework runs in two different modes with different settings [7], one optimized for cosmic119

rays reconstruction, and one optimized for neutrino interactions reconstruction. After running120

the cosmic-optimized module, the reconstructed cosmic hits that are deemed to be of cosmic121

origin by several tagging algorithms, described in [11], are removed from the event.122

4

Example of reconstructed nue signal MC event

Cosmic BDT cut BNB BDT cut Signal E�ciency Significance ( sp
b

)

1�1p 0.547 0.518 3.91% 1.58 �

1�0p 0.541 0.527 5.38% 1.00 �

Combined - - 9.29% 1.87 �

Table 3: Statistical-only signal significance for each analysis selection sample (1�1p and 1�0p), and for
their combination, corresponding to the BDT response cut values as shown in the first two columns, optimized
independently for each selection sample, and for 6.6E20 POT.

Figure 6: An example event display of a well-reconstructed NC � radiative event (Monte Carlo), showing
the ionization recorded in the collection plane (bottom) and two induction planes (top and middle) of the
TPC. Reconstructed vertex is shown by the red star. The dE/dx of the shower is ⇠4 MeV/cm, and there
is a clearly identifiable gap between the proton track and where the photon converts into an e

+
e

� pair and
begins to shower. One can also see several coincidence cosmic muons that occurred in the same beam spill.

12

Example of reconstructed photon signal MC event
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Towards the low-energy excess
Our current plan 
• Several complementary LEE analyses:  

➡ νe analyses 
✓1e1p (Deep Learning) 
✓1eNp (Pandora) 
✓ Inclusive: 1e (Pandora, WireCell) 
✓… 

➡  Single photon analyses 
✓1γ0p (Pandora) 
✓1γ1p (Pandora) 
✓… 

• Blind search strategy → Very small open data sample (~4%) to develop robust 
and careful analysis 

• Large NuMI beam open data sample available for cross-checks 
• We first want to perform our cross-section measurements to provide strong 

understanding of the interactions and backgrounds
26

New Public Notes and Posters 
1.R. Soleti, Electron-neutrino reconstruction in 

MicrobooNE using the Pandora pattern 
reconstruction, MICROBOONE-NOTE-1038-PUB, 2018 

2.R. Murrels, Search for NC single photon events in 
MicroBooNE, MICROBOONE-NOTE-1041-PUB, 2018 

3.M. Ross-Lonergan, MicroBooNE tests of the 
MiniBooNE low-energy excess, MICROBOONE-
NOTE-1043-PUB, 2018 Finalist!
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νe analysis
• Many different possible channels to study νe   
• Each have different characteristics  
• Power of LArTPC will allow for disentangling the potential effects of the 

analyzed channels

27

Example of signal topologies for νe 

p π± π0e-
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νe analysis
One of our first analyses focuses on the signal most similar to the MiniBooNE 
CC0π definition: 1 electron + N protons

Example of data events selected

28

Signal

Selected nue data events

Poster: R. Soleti,  Electron-neutrino reconstruction in MicrobooNE 
using the Pandora pattern reconstruction 
Public Note: MICROBOONE-NOTE-1038-PUB, 2018
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MicroBooNE summary

• MicroBooNE is an important milestone for LArTPC development and is 
providing invaluable LAr data - useful for future detectors 

• We have been working at understanding the detector effects (noise, 
diffusion, recombination, space charge effect…), which are essential to 
understand our physics - many new results! 

• We have made great progress on automated event reconstruction in LAr 
using data - significant progress in parallel to our physics results 

• First physics results are presented (νμ CC inclusive differential cross section 
and CCπ0 total cross section) and many more are underway 

• We have performed our first fully automated νe and single photon 
selections and are addressing the improvements needed for the low-
energy search

29
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Towards the full SBN program
• MicroBooNE has been trailblazing the automated neutrino data 

reconstruction in LArTPC and in calibration techniques, which should provide 
a head-start for the other two experiments (note: all surface detectors → cosmic 
mitigation) 

• The first stage (MicroBooNE) of the program will provide an answer of the 
origin of the MiniBooNE excess 

• SBND will provide an unoscillated spectrum to identify the origin of a 
potential excess, in addition to an unprecedented amount of neutrino data 
on argon. Construction is underway with data taking planned for 2020 

• ICARUS will provide the high-statistics coverage of a wide oscillation 
parameter space to give a definitive answer to the short-baseline anomalies. 
Construction is progressing well with data taking planned for 2019  

• SBN is a definitive program to address LSND/MiniBooNE anomalies in the 
immediate future (~5 years) 30
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Thank You!
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BNB flux
• MicroBooNE flux 

production based on 
MiniBooNE flux predictions 

• New systematics study for 
MicroBooNE

32Public Note: MICROBOONE-NOTE-1031-PUB, 2018
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Calibration
• YZ correction factors derived 

from data (Feb-May 2016). 
Time variation also studied. 

• Calibrated dE/dx for 
stopping muons and 
stopping protons

33

1. “Detector Calibration using through going and stopping muons in the MicroBooNE LArTPC”, 
MICROBOONE-NOTE-1048-PUB, 2018
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νe analysis

34
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Figure 2: ⌫
e

CC0⇡-Np reconstruction efficiency as a function of the true ⌫

e

energy.

As expected, the efficiency is proportional to the neutrino energy, since high-energy events corre-197

spond in general to a larger number of hits in the TPC and the Pandora framework reconstruction198

performances are proportional to the number of reconstructed hits [8].199

3.6.1 Inefficiencies breakdown200

Our current selection algorithm can fail for several reasons: in particular, we could have problems in201

the reconstruction, such as an electron classified as a track-like object, or particles not reconstructed202

at all. We identified four main causes for our selection inefficiency, whose contribution has been203

estimated with the same sample described in Section 3.6:204

Not fully contained. We require the start and end points of the track-like objects and the start205

point of the shower-like objects to be fully contained. However, we can events reconstructed206

as contained but where the electron or the proton escape still the fiducial volume, especially207

at high energies. These events represent the 8.0% of the total.208

Selected cosmic ray. When we have two or more neutrino interaction candidates, the flash-matching209

algorithm chooses the one most compatible with the hypothesis of a neutrino interaction. How-210

ever, in some cases, the wrong neutrino candidate is selected. These wrongly selected events are211

usually generated by a cosmic ray, or have a neutrino candidate where one of the reconstructed212

objects was of cosmic origin. These events are the 27.4% of the total.213

Reconstruction issues. In these events the right neutrino candidate is selected: however, the214

electron shower can be mis-reconstructed as a track or the proton can be not reconstructed at215

all. These events represent the 9.1% of the cases.216

No flash/no candidates. A fraction of the generated events does not have a flash that satisfies217

our current optical requirements or does not have any neutrino candidate in the event. These218

events are the 8.9% of the total.219

7

Current selection efficiency                   
(with known reconstruction, classification 

and selection issues)

Poster: R. Soleti,  Electron-neutrino reconstruction in MicrobooNE using the Pandora pattern reconstruction 
Public Note: MICROBOONE-NOTE-1038-PUB, 2018
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Figure 3: Stacked histogram of generated events as a function of the true neutrino energy, categorized
into correctly identified signal events and different reconstruction or identification failure
modes.

Cosmic contaminated a neutrino interaction candidate with at least a cosmogenic track or shower,251

attached to a correctly reconstructed neutrino candidate.252

Cosmic in-time events with no neutrino interaction, but where a cosmic-ray interaction in time-253

coincidence with the beam spill triggered the event, and activity was selected as a neutrino254

candidate In order to evaluate the cosmic in-time background we use the data off-beam sample,255

as defined in Section 3.1.256

Cosmic neutrino interaction in the event, but with selected cosmic-ray interaction happening during257

the same readout window and which interaction is chosen as the neutrino interaction.258

Table 1 shows a summary of the selection algorithm results, with the corresponding number of259

events for each category.260

A large fraction of the beam intrinsic ⌫

µ

events are removed by rejecting the events selected by an261

external analysis [13], which looks for charged-current ⌫

µ

candidates in the same data sample used262

here.263

Figure 4 shows the reconstructed energy spectrum obtained rejecting the events that were flagged264

as CC ⌫

µ

candidates by this external analysis. The reconstructed energy has been measured with265

the procedure described in Section 4. The ratio between the number of data events and the sum of266

the BNB + cosmic Monte Carlo and data off-beam events (normalized by the number of POT) is267

1.01 and the value of the �

2
/n.d.f. (1.00) shows that the two distributions agree also in shape.268

The agreement between data and simulation is also verified in the angular distributions of the269

most energetic shower-like objects, shown in Figure 5. As expected, the neutrino distributions270

are constant on the azimuthal angle � and peaked at low inclination angle ✓ values, since the271

interactions are mostly forward going. The inclination angle ✓ distribution agrees well both for272

shape and normalization. The azimuthal angle � distribution shows a slight disagreement around273
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Figure 3: Stacked histogram of generated events as a function of the true neutrino energy, categorized
into correctly identified signal events and different reconstruction or identification failure
modes.

Cosmic contaminated a neutrino interaction candidate with at least a cosmogenic track or shower,251

attached to a correctly reconstructed neutrino candidate.252

Cosmic in-time events with no neutrino interaction, but where a cosmic-ray interaction in time-253

coincidence with the beam spill triggered the event, and activity was selected as a neutrino254

candidate In order to evaluate the cosmic in-time background we use the data off-beam sample,255

as defined in Section 3.1.256

Cosmic neutrino interaction in the event, but with selected cosmic-ray interaction happening during257

the same readout window and which interaction is chosen as the neutrino interaction.258

Table 1 shows a summary of the selection algorithm results, with the corresponding number of259

events for each category.260

A large fraction of the beam intrinsic ⌫

µ

events are removed by rejecting the events selected by an261

external analysis [13], which looks for charged-current ⌫

µ

candidates in the same data sample used262

here.263

Figure 4 shows the reconstructed energy spectrum obtained rejecting the events that were flagged264

as CC ⌫

µ

candidates by this external analysis. The reconstructed energy has been measured with265

the procedure described in Section 4. The ratio between the number of data events and the sum of266

the BNB + cosmic Monte Carlo and data off-beam events (normalized by the number of POT) is267

1.01 and the value of the �

2
/n.d.f. (1.00) shows that the two distributions agree also in shape.268

The agreement between data and simulation is also verified in the angular distributions of the269

most energetic shower-like objects, shown in Figure 5. As expected, the neutrino distributions270

are constant on the azimuthal angle � and peaked at low inclination angle ✓ values, since the271

interactions are mostly forward going. The inclination angle ✓ distribution agrees well both for272

shape and normalization. The azimuthal angle � distribution shows a slight disagreement around273
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Correctly selected νe CC0π-Np signal: 46.5%
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Figure 3: Stacked histogram of generated events as a function of the true neutrino energy, categorized
into correctly identified signal events and different reconstruction or identification failure
modes.

Cosmic contaminated a neutrino interaction candidate with at least a cosmogenic track or shower,251

attached to a correctly reconstructed neutrino candidate.252

Cosmic in-time events with no neutrino interaction, but where a cosmic-ray interaction in time-253

coincidence with the beam spill triggered the event, and activity was selected as a neutrino254

candidate In order to evaluate the cosmic in-time background we use the data off-beam sample,255

as defined in Section 3.1.256

Cosmic neutrino interaction in the event, but with selected cosmic-ray interaction happening during257

the same readout window and which interaction is chosen as the neutrino interaction.258

Table 1 shows a summary of the selection algorithm results, with the corresponding number of259

events for each category.260

A large fraction of the beam intrinsic ⌫

µ

events are removed by rejecting the events selected by an261

external analysis [13], which looks for charged-current ⌫

µ

candidates in the same data sample used262

here.263

Figure 4 shows the reconstructed energy spectrum obtained rejecting the events that were flagged264

as CC ⌫

µ

candidates by this external analysis. The reconstructed energy has been measured with265

the procedure described in Section 4. The ratio between the number of data events and the sum of266

the BNB + cosmic Monte Carlo and data off-beam events (normalized by the number of POT) is267

1.01 and the value of the �

2
/n.d.f. (1.00) shows that the two distributions agree also in shape.268

The agreement between data and simulation is also verified in the angular distributions of the269

most energetic shower-like objects, shown in Figure 5. As expected, the neutrino distributions270

are constant on the azimuthal angle � and peaked at low inclination angle ✓ values, since the271

interactions are mostly forward going. The inclination angle ✓ distribution agrees well both for272

shape and normalization. The azimuthal angle � distribution shows a slight disagreement around273
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Figure 3: Stacked histogram of generated events as a function of the true neutrino energy, categorized
into correctly identified signal events and different reconstruction or identification failure
modes.

Cosmic contaminated a neutrino interaction candidate with at least a cosmogenic track or shower,251

attached to a correctly reconstructed neutrino candidate.252

Cosmic in-time events with no neutrino interaction, but where a cosmic-ray interaction in time-253

coincidence with the beam spill triggered the event, and activity was selected as a neutrino254

candidate In order to evaluate the cosmic in-time background we use the data off-beam sample,255

as defined in Section 3.1.256

Cosmic neutrino interaction in the event, but with selected cosmic-ray interaction happening during257

the same readout window and which interaction is chosen as the neutrino interaction.258

Table 1 shows a summary of the selection algorithm results, with the corresponding number of259

events for each category.260

A large fraction of the beam intrinsic ⌫

µ

events are removed by rejecting the events selected by an261

external analysis [13], which looks for charged-current ⌫

µ

candidates in the same data sample used262

here.263

Figure 4 shows the reconstructed energy spectrum obtained rejecting the events that were flagged264

as CC ⌫

µ

candidates by this external analysis. The reconstructed energy has been measured with265

the procedure described in Section 4. The ratio between the number of data events and the sum of266

the BNB + cosmic Monte Carlo and data off-beam events (normalized by the number of POT) is267

1.01 and the value of the �

2
/n.d.f. (1.00) shows that the two distributions agree also in shape.268

The agreement between data and simulation is also verified in the angular distributions of the269

most energetic shower-like objects, shown in Figure 5. As expected, the neutrino distributions270

are constant on the azimuthal angle � and peaked at low inclination angle ✓ values, since the271

interactions are mostly forward going. The inclination angle ✓ distribution agrees well both for272

shape and normalization. The azimuthal angle � distribution shows a slight disagreement around273
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Figure 3: Stacked histogram of generated events as a function of the true neutrino energy, categorized
into correctly identified signal events and different reconstruction or identification failure
modes.

Cosmic contaminated a neutrino interaction candidate with at least a cosmogenic track or shower,251

attached to a correctly reconstructed neutrino candidate.252

Cosmic in-time events with no neutrino interaction, but where a cosmic-ray interaction in time-253

coincidence with the beam spill triggered the event, and activity was selected as a neutrino254

candidate In order to evaluate the cosmic in-time background we use the data off-beam sample,255

as defined in Section 3.1.256

Cosmic neutrino interaction in the event, but with selected cosmic-ray interaction happening during257

the same readout window and which interaction is chosen as the neutrino interaction.258

Table 1 shows a summary of the selection algorithm results, with the corresponding number of259

events for each category.260

A large fraction of the beam intrinsic ⌫

µ

events are removed by rejecting the events selected by an261

external analysis [13], which looks for charged-current ⌫

µ

candidates in the same data sample used262

here.263

Figure 4 shows the reconstructed energy spectrum obtained rejecting the events that were flagged264

as CC ⌫

µ

candidates by this external analysis. The reconstructed energy has been measured with265

the procedure described in Section 4. The ratio between the number of data events and the sum of266

the BNB + cosmic Monte Carlo and data off-beam events (normalized by the number of POT) is267

1.01 and the value of the �

2
/n.d.f. (1.00) shows that the two distributions agree also in shape.268

The agreement between data and simulation is also verified in the angular distributions of the269

most energetic shower-like objects, shown in Figure 5. As expected, the neutrino distributions270

are constant on the azimuthal angle � and peaked at low inclination angle ✓ values, since the271

interactions are mostly forward going. The inclination angle ✓ distribution agrees well both for272

shape and normalization. The azimuthal angle � distribution shows a slight disagreement around273
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Figure 3: Stacked histogram of generated events as a function of the true neutrino energy, categorized
into correctly identified signal events and different reconstruction or identification failure
modes.

Cosmic contaminated a neutrino interaction candidate with at least a cosmogenic track or shower,251

attached to a correctly reconstructed neutrino candidate.252

Cosmic in-time events with no neutrino interaction, but where a cosmic-ray interaction in time-253

coincidence with the beam spill triggered the event, and activity was selected as a neutrino254

candidate In order to evaluate the cosmic in-time background we use the data off-beam sample,255

as defined in Section 3.1.256

Cosmic neutrino interaction in the event, but with selected cosmic-ray interaction happening during257

the same readout window and which interaction is chosen as the neutrino interaction.258

Table 1 shows a summary of the selection algorithm results, with the corresponding number of259

events for each category.260

A large fraction of the beam intrinsic ⌫

µ

events are removed by rejecting the events selected by an261

external analysis [13], which looks for charged-current ⌫

µ

candidates in the same data sample used262

here.263

Figure 4 shows the reconstructed energy spectrum obtained rejecting the events that were flagged264

as CC ⌫

µ

candidates by this external analysis. The reconstructed energy has been measured with265

the procedure described in Section 4. The ratio between the number of data events and the sum of266

the BNB + cosmic Monte Carlo and data off-beam events (normalized by the number of POT) is267

1.01 and the value of the �

2
/n.d.f. (1.00) shows that the two distributions agree also in shape.268

The agreement between data and simulation is also verified in the angular distributions of the269

most energetic shower-like objects, shown in Figure 5. As expected, the neutrino distributions270

are constant on the azimuthal angle � and peaked at low inclination angle ✓ values, since the271

interactions are mostly forward going. The inclination angle ✓ distribution agrees well both for272

shape and normalization. The azimuthal angle � distribution shows a slight disagreement around273
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Mis-identified bkg. (cosmic contaminated): 18.5%
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Figure 3: Stacked histogram of generated events as a function of the true neutrino energy, categorized
into correctly identified signal events and different reconstruction or identification failure
modes.

Cosmic contaminated a neutrino interaction candidate with at least a cosmogenic track or shower,251

attached to a correctly reconstructed neutrino candidate.252

Cosmic in-time events with no neutrino interaction, but where a cosmic-ray interaction in time-253

coincidence with the beam spill triggered the event, and activity was selected as a neutrino254

candidate In order to evaluate the cosmic in-time background we use the data off-beam sample,255

as defined in Section 3.1.256
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One of our first analyses focuses on the signal most similar to the MiniBooNE 
CC0π definition: 1 electron + N protons

Selection efficiency for 1e+Np 
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Low-energy excess analysis
• The currently ongoing νe (and other) analyses have informed us of where 

improvements are needed 
➡ Improved cosmic removal techniques + cosmic-ray tagger system  
➡ Robust PID will be implemented 
➡ Calorimetry on the 3 planes will improve the dE/dx measurements 
➡ Low energy reconstruction/classification improvements will increase the low energy 

efficiency 
➡ Continue to develop the Machine Learning analyses has they are very promising 

• Perform end-to-end analysis with new improvements 
• Validate analysis with side-bands  
• Use NuMI νe events to validate the analysis with high statistics  
• Perform the single photon analyses

35

New Public Notes and Posters 
1. R. Soleti, Electron-neutrino reconstruction in MicrobooNE using the Pandora pattern reconstruction, MICROBOONE-

NOTE-1038-PUB, 2018 
2. R. Murrels, Search for NC single photon events in MicroBooNE, MICROBOONE-NOTE-1041-PUB, 2018 
3. M. Ross-Lonergan, MicroBooNE tests of the MiniBooNE low-energy excess, MICROBOONE-NOTE-1043-PUB, 2018 Finalist!
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Energy reconstruction of nue
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(a) Proton kinetic energy as a function of the
range of the proton in liquid argon.
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Figure 17: The reconstructed proton energy is measured converting the reconstructed track length
L into deposited energy using the proton stopping power in liquid argon, as tabulated in
[22] (left). The calibration is calculated from a linear fit of the most probable values of
the E

p

reco

distribution for each E

p bin (right).

4.4 Neutrino Energy Reconstruction444

It is possible to compare the generated neutrino energy E

⌫

with the sum of the reconstructed445

energies for shower-like (Ee

deposited

) and track-like objects (Ep

deposited

) for the selected ⌫

e

CC0⇡-Np446

events. This quantity E

deposited

is defined as:447

E

deposited

=

N

pX
E

p

deposited

+

N

eX
E

e

deposited

, (7)

where N

p

is the number of reconstructed tracks and N

e

is the number of reconstructed showers in448

the event. For events where we have two or more shower-like objects and no track-like objects, only449

one of the shower-like objects is chosen as proton candidate. In those cases we have N

p

= 1 by450

definition. The reconstructed energy does not include by definition particles that do not interact in451

the liquid argon (such as neutrons) and charged particles with a kinetic energy below the detection452

threshold. Figure 18 shows the calibration slope necessary to convert the the total reconstructed453

energy E

deposited

into neutrino energy E

⌫

. The plot has been obtained using the ⌫

e

CC0⇡-Np +454

cosmic sample. A linear fit of the data points gives:455

E

⌫

= 0.86 E

deposited

. (8)

This calibration factor is affected by several factors: among the others, the presence of regions456

with unresponsive of missing wires can cause an underestimation of the deposited energy. In the457

future, this effect can be limited by the use of the other two planes for calorimetric measurements.458

However, due to uncertainties in the simulation of the interaction between the neutrino and the459

argon nucleus, in this analysis we restrict ourselves to the quantity E

deposited

, without trying to460

measure the neutrino energy E

⌫

.461
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Figure 16: Bi-dimensional histogram of true electron energy E

e vs. reconstructed electron energy
E

e

reco

. The reconstructed electron energy is measured summing the energy of each hit
associated to reconstructed showers produced by the simulated electron. The black points
are obtained measuring the most probable value of the E

e

reco

distribution for each E

e bin.

4.3 Single proton energy reconstruction and calibration428

Proton energy reconstruction is obtained converting the reconstructed track length L into deposited429

energy using the proton stopping power in liquid argon, as tabulated in [22]. Liquid argon density430

⇢LAr is assumed to be constant at 1.379 g/ml. Figure 17a shows the proton kinetic energy as a431

function of the range of the proton in liquid argon (measured as L⇥ ⇢LAr) .432

The calibration constant has been obtained comparing the reconstructed energy of the proton433

with the true kinetic energy of the simulated proton, in a CC ⌫

e

sample with only one proton in434

the final state. The true proton and the reconstructed tracks are required to be fully contained435

within the fiducial volume. Since protons are not minimum-ionizing particles, in the case of two or436

more tracks (split tracks) associated to the same proton, the reconstructed length of the tracks has437

been summed before calculating the corresponding kinetic energy. Figure 17b shows the calibration438

slope necessary to convert the proton reconstructed energy E

p

reco

into true proton kinetic energy439

E

p. For each bin of the true proton energy, the most probable value of the corresponding proton440

reconstructed energy has been obtained with a Gaussian fit around the peak of the distribution. A441

linear fit of the data points gives:442

E

p

reco

= 0.99 E

p

. (5)

The energy of the track, corrected by the calibration factor is then defined as:443

E

p

deposited

= E

p

reco

/0.99 (6)
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Poster: R. Soleti,  Electron-neutrino reconstruction in MicrobooNE using the Pandora pattern reconstruction 
Public Note: MICROBOONE-NOTE-1038-PUB, 2018

• Energy reconstruction 
studies for protons and 
electrons
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Figure 20: Reconstructed energy spectrum of the events selected with the CC ⌫

µ

-enhanced reverse
cuts. The shaded area on top of the stacked histograms represent the statistical error,
dominated by the size of the data off-beam sample.

5.2.2 NuMI beam event studies501

It is possible to run this analysis on the complementary NuMI dataset. The NuMI beam is created502

from 120 GeV protons hitting a carbon target, while the BNB is created from 8 GeV protons on a503

beryllium target. NuMI has also a higher beam intrinsic ⌫

e

component than BNB (5% vs. 0.5%).504

Even though it is off-axis, MicroBooNE will still receive ⇠ 2500 ⌫

e

interactions per year. As such,505

a study of the events selected in the NuMI dataset is of fundamental importance to validate the ⌫

e

506

CC0⇡-Np selection algorithm.507

6 Future Improvements508

6.1 Cosmic tagging with the Cosmic-ray Tagger509

As seen in Section 3.7, the dominant source of events passing the pre-selection is cosmic-ray interac-510

tions. The Cosmic-ray Tagger (CRT), described extensively in [23], offers several ways to reject these511

events at the pre-selection stage. First, a coincidence veto of in-time flashes in the PMTs and CRT512

would allow us to reject a significant background of in-time cosmic events. There is some danger513

that neutrino interactions are also vetoed by this coincidence, but that is unlikely for ⌫

e

events -514

most particles that exit the TPC and can hit the CRT are muons.515

Additionally, for events where an out-of-TPC neutrino interaction creates a flash in time with516

the beam, but a cosmic interaction is matched to that flash, the CRT can also be useful. TPC-to-517

CRT matching of muon tracks can mitigate this background by flagging a TPC Pandora neutrino518

candidate object, and allowing us to reject out-of-time cosmic rays matched to an in-time, out-of-519

TPC neutrino flash.520

Cosmic-ray rejection is particularly important at low energy, where the component of events with521

25

Validating νe analysis
• Small unblinded data sample available for testing (4.4x1019 POT) 

• Validation using side-bands (νμ charged current or neutral current events) 

•  Use cuts to select non-νe events: 
✓dE/dx of showers 
✓Distance between shower start and track start 
✓Proton identification score (from boosted decision tree)
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Figure 19: Reconstructed energy spectrum of the events selected with the photon-enhanced reverse
cuts. The shaded area on top of the stacked histograms represent the statistical error,
dominated by the size of the data off-beam sample.

5.1.2 CC ⌫

µ

-enhanced reverse cuts481

It is possible to enhance the presence of the CC ⌫

µ

background (defined as beam intrinsic ⌫

µ

in our482

analysis) by (1) requiring a minimum track length, (2) inverting the cut on the proton BDT (from483

BDT score > 0.1 to BDT score < 0.1), and (3) requiring that the event is selected by the external484

⌫

µ

CC-inclusive analysis [13] (see Figures 15a, 10a). Also in this case the CC ⌫

µ

-enhanced sample485

will be orthogonal to the ⌫

e

CC0⇡-Np selected sample. A CC ⌫

µ

event has, by definition, a muon486

in the final state: as such, requiring a track length larger than 20 cm and inverting the cut on the487

proton BDT decreases our muon-rejection power. The goal of the external analysis is to select CC488

⌫

µ

events, so instead of vetoing those events as described in Section 3.7, we invert this requirement489

by allowing only these events.490

Figure 20 shows the agreement between data and Monte Carlo for the reconstructed energy spec-491

trum of the CC ⌫

µ

-enhanced event spectrum.492

5.2 Future Validation Studies493

5.2.1 Cosmic-ray studies494

In order to validate the cosmic-ray components of our selected events it is possible to compare495

simulated events with a CORSIKA cosmic ray producing a flash in the optical system during the496

beam-gate window and the data off-beam sample. In this way we will be able to check if the497

distributions of the variables we use (e.g. shower energy, shower dE/dx) show a good agreement498

between the simulation and a well-understood set of data events. It will help to validate the cosmic499

background components and also the energy and dE/dx reconstruction procedures.500
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Photon-enhanced sample νμ-enhanced sample

Poster: R. Soleti,  Electron-neutrino reconstruction in 
MicrobooNE using the Pandora pattern reconstruction 
Public Note: MICROBOONE-NOTE-1038-PUB, 2018
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Unresponsive wires
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All unresponsive wires on all three planes (~10%)

All unresponsive wires with no redundancy (~3%)

1. “Towards automated neutrino selection at MicroBooNE using tomorgraphic event reconstruction”, 
MICROBOONE-NOTE-1040-PUB, 2018
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Wirecell
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Recognized	clusters	based	on	3D	event	
image	reconstructed	with	charge	matching

• “Three-dimensional	 imaging	for	large	LArTPCs”,	JINST	13,	P05032
• Poster:	“Recent	Progress	on	Wire-Cell	Tomographic	 Event	

Reconstruction	for	LArTPCs”,	H.	Wei
• Poster:	“Towards	Automated	Neutrino	Selection	at	MicroBooNE

using	Tomographic	Event	Reconstruction”,	B.	Russell
• MICROBOONE-NOTE-1040-PUB

Cosmic	removal	after	TPC	cluster/	PMT	flash	matching
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Deep Learning

40

Example of SSNET pixel labeling
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Noise Filtering in MicroBooNE
• Initial data taking indicated significant “noise” on TPC waveforms above what 

was expected by the reconstruction team 

• Significant effort undertaken on the part of many people to identify the various 
sources of noise and other issues 
• Identification of the sources of noise seen on the waveforms: 

• Low frequency “coherent” noise due to voltage regulators on the service boards 

• Harmonic noise due to HV power supplies 

• High frequency “Burst” noise probably associated to PMT HV supply 

• Understanding other issues impacting waveforms 
• Misconfigured channels - wrong gain and/or shaping time 

• Shorted channels  

• Periodic saturation of ASIC’s  

• Sophisticated software noise filtering mitigation package put in place by the BNL 
team to address all of these issues 
• Described in recent publication: “Noise Characterization and Filtering in the 

MicroBooNE Liquid Argon TPC” JINST 12, P08003 (2017), arXiv:1705.07341
 4

Publication 
1. “Noise Characterization and Filtering in the MicroBooNE Liquid Argon TPC”, arXiv:1705.07341, JINST 12, P08003 (2017) 

Slide from T. Usher 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.07341
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/12/08/P08003/meta
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• Digitized signal we measure differs from the actual ionization 
deposited by the original particle due to several effects: 
• Physics of the drift: recombination, electron lifetime, diffusion, etc. 

• Electric field signal response on the wires (field response) 

• Electronics response 

• The Signal Processing stage has as its primary goal to unfold 
the field and electronics responses to recover the number of 
ionization electrons passing by each wire at each sampled 
time. 
• Recombination, lifetime, diffusion, etc., are addressed in the 

reconstruction and analysis stages  

Signal Processing

 8 Slide from T. Usher 

1. “Ionization Electron Signal Processing in Single Phase LAr TPCs II: Data/Simulation Comparison and Performance in MicroBooNE”, 
arXiv:1804.02583, submitted to JINST 

2. “Ionization Electron Signal Processing in Single Phase LAr TPCs I: Algorithm Description and Quantitative Evaluation with MicroBooNE 
Simulation”, arXiv:1802.08709, accepted by JINST

https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.02583
https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.08709
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Single photon
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LEE Single Photon Analysis
Starting with Pandora-reconstructed and vertex-optimized 1g1p events...

Current state of analysis: validation
on  4.8e19 POT unblinded data.

Pre-selection applied
Cosmic focused BDT
background rejection
applied

Final 1γ+1p
selection

BNB focused BDT
background rejection
applied

New Public Notes 
and Posters 

1. R. Murrels, Search for 
NC single photon 
events in MicroBooNE, 
MICROBOONE-
NOTE-1041-PUB, 2018
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Single photon
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LEE Single Photon Analysis

Projected stats-only sensitivity on

the 6.6e20 POT dataset would
exclude a 4.6xSM cross-section at
99 % C.L. (photon LEE at 3xSM). 

Vast majority of remaining background
comprised of NC π0→2γ decay. Working on
further background reduction strategies for NC
π0→2γ decay

CLs Exclusion Sensitivity

New Public Notes and Posters 
1. R. Murrels, Search for NC single photon events in 

MicroBooNE, MICROBOONE-NOTE-1041-PUB, 2018
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Potential signal modeling
• Example of nueCC and single photon (NC resonant delta production) signal 

modeling in MicroBooNE 

45

1.MicroBooNE tests of the MiniBooNE low-energy excess, 
MICROBOONE-NOTE-1043-PUB, 2018
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νμ CC Inclusive measurement
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VENu event 
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MicroBooNE Simulation, Preliminary

Marco Del Tutto 
1st March 2018
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Poster: M. Del Tutto & A. Schukraft,  First measurement of muon neutrino charged-current inclusive cross-section measurement in MicroBooNE 
Public Note: MICROBOONE-NOTE-1045-PUB, 2018
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CC-π0cross-section measurement
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5.3 Results for ⇡0 !� 2� 5 SELECTION OF ⇡0 CANDIDATES FROM AT LEAST TWO SHOWERS

Figure 112: Examples of selected events from 5e19 of Neutrino 2016 BNB Data in the collection plane. The
vertical axis in all displays is time, while the horizontal axis is wires. All points on the display represent
hits reconstructed, the red line is the 2D projection of the 3D track that is the Selection2 muon candidate,
and the triangles are the 2D projections of the 3D reconstructed shower, the cyan circle is the Selection2
identified vertex.
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5.3 Results for ⇡0 !� 2� 5 SELECTION OF ⇡0 CANDIDATES FROM AT LEAST TWO SHOWERS

Figure 112: Examples of selected events from 5e19 of Neutrino 2016 BNB Data in the collection plane. The
vertical axis in all displays is time, while the horizontal axis is wires. All points on the display represent
hits reconstructed, the red line is the 2D projection of the 3D track that is the Selection2 muon candidate,
and the triangles are the 2D projections of the 3D reconstructed shower, the cyan circle is the Selection2
identified vertex.
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Poster: J. Zennamo,  First measurement of muon neutrino 
charged-current neutral pion production in LArTPC 
Public Note: MICROBOONE-NOTE-1032-PUB, 2018
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CC-π0 reconstruction and selection
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version 1.0

particle and, to distinguish it from a misreconstructed156

EM shower, we require no deflections of greater than 8o157

in the track.158

We apply this preselection to a data sample consist-159

ing of 1.62 ⇥ 1020 protons on target, after passing data160

and beam quality requirements, collected between Febru-161

ary 2016 and July 2016. This preselection reduces the162

number of readouts containing only cosmic activity by163

99.9%, creating a sample of events that is 80% pure in164

⌫
µ

charged current interactions. While this selection was165

designed to select events inclusively it is e�cient, 33%,166

for our signal. At preselection we observe a 20% excess167

of simulated events over our data. This level of disagree-168

ment is found to be within our systematic uncertainties,169

discussed later. At this stage the fraction of selected ⌫
µ

170

charged current interactions that produced a single ⇡0 is171

6%. To identify these events we will employ a novel sec-172

ond pass automated reconstruction for photon showers173

emanating from an interaction vertex.174

To reconstruct EM showers we begin on each readout175

plane. We use the output of an early clustering stage176

of Pandora that produces clusters with high purity but177

low completeness to sort groups of hits that are likely178

associate to the same particles. Clusters are sorted ac-179

cording to their likelihood of being neutrino-induced EM180

particle [15]. This procedure will struggle for lower en-181

ergy EM particles, near the Michel spectrum of around182

50 MeV, as these will shower in a more stochastic fash-183

ion [16] and appear track-like in our readout. The hits184

designated as shower-like are clustered radially from the185

candidate neutrino vertex using OpenCV, an open source186

image processing tool [17, 18]. During image processing187

all contiguous hits are formed into a 2D cluster on a given188

plane.189

The remaining clusters are matched via the time ex-190

tent of the cluster between the collection plane and one191

of the two induction planes. With matched clusters,192

shower properties such as 3D direction and energy from193

the summed hit charge on the collection plane can be194

calculated. This shower reconstruction procedure aims195

to reconstruct photons emanating from neutral pion de-196

cays with a clearly defined vertex location.197

The decisions made during the hit sorting stage cou-198

pled with the clustering produce highly pure showers, on199

average 92%, at the expense of completeness, on aver-200

age 63%, which impacts the overall energy resolution of201

the showers. The individual shower reconstruction e�-202

ciency for photons coming from ⌫
µ

+ Ar ! µ+1 ⇡0+X203

interactions as a function of true deposited shower en-204

ergy is shown in Fig. 1 compared to the leading and sub-205

leading photon energy. The reconstruction e�ciency is206

on average 56% for all signal showers. Further, we find207

that above 300 MeV we have a shower reconstruction ef-208

ficiency consistent with 80%. If we separate the decay209

photons into the leading and subleading shower we have210

an average e�ciency of 62% and 50%, respectively. If we211
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FIG. 1. The ⌫µ + Ar ! µ + (⇡0 ! ��) + X shower
reconstruction e�ciency as a function of the deposited energy
of the shower. Overlaid is the energy distribution of the decay
photons from neutrino induced ⇡0 in our simulation. The
leading shower in red and the subleading shower in blue.

aim to reconstruct both of these showers in each event we212

have to combine these e�ciencies leading to an average213

two-shower reconstruction e�ciency of 31%. To mitigate214

the impact of this low e�ciency we pursue a cross sec-215

tion measurement that requires only a single photon be216

reconstructed and associated to our neutrino interaction217

vertex. At the neutrino energies of the BNB if a 50 MeV218

photon is produced at the vertex it has a greater than219

95% chance of originating from a ⇡0 decay.220

Starting with the events that have been selected with221

our preselection we then require that at least one re-222

constructed shower point back towards our interaction223

vertex, with a distance of closest approach of the back-224

ward shower projection, or impact parameter, of less than225

4 cm, and a start point located within 62 cm of the ver-226

tex. These requirements aim to remove showers that are227

unassociated with the candidate neutrino interaction ver-228

tex and select 771 candidate events in our data sample.229

This selection is 16% e�cient at selecting ⌫
µ

charged230

current induced single ⇡0 events with a purity of 56%.231

The dominant source of background, 15% of the sample,232

comes from real EM showers produced near the vertex233

such as muon radiation and Michel decays, nucleon in-234

elastic scatters, and non-signal ⇡0 production. A fur-235

ther 8% of the events have a misreconstructed shower236

selected. Finally, there are two classes of cosmic back-237

grounds; those that overlap neutrino interactions and238

those in readout with no neutrino interaction. Together239

these cosmic backgrounds make up 12% of the sample.240

The same degree of agreement between data and sim-241

ulation, observed at preselection, is observed after this242

selection.243

To verify that we have selected real photons created244

at our interaction vertex we fit the 3D distance from the245

vertex to the reconstructed shower start point. We sep-246

Average reconstruction efficiencies: 
62% for leading CC-π0 shower 
50% for subleading CC-π0 shower 
80% above 300 MeV
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significant improvements are expected after upgrades to the clustering technique are included in506

the reconstruction.507
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Figure 21: A data to MC comparison across the full Run 1 data set using the pair of corrections
discussed in the text. The functional fit to the data is a Gaussian plus a first degree polynominal.
Fitting the non-background subtracted distribtuion allows us to fit for the signal and background
neutral pions while also fitting for non-pion induced backgrounds.
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CC-π0 selections: 
• One shower: 771 events: 

Efficiency 17% and Purity 53% 

• Two showers: 224 events 
Efficiency 6% and Purity 64% 

Mass of π0: 135 MeV

REFEREN
C

E here

Poster: J. Zennamo,  First measurement of muon neutrino charged-current neutral pion production in LArTPC 
Public Note: MICROBOONE-NOTE-1032-PUB, 2018
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numuCC (1μNp)
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1. “Towards measurements of nuclear effects in MicroBooNE”, MICROBOONE-NOTE-1046-PUB, 2018 
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Short-baseline anomalies:
• The search for new physics is the holy-grail of the particle physics community  
• The DUNE long-baseline program will strongly rely on the resolution of these 

anomalies (extra oscillation can lead to mis-interpretation of the flagship δCP 
measurement

51

B. Kayser, proceedings C16-03-12, 2016

Example of impact of sterile neutrino on LBL experiment

Other references: S. K. Agarwalla, S. S. Chatterjee, A. Dasgupta and A. Palazzo, JHEP 1602, 111 (2016)
D.Dutta, R. Gandhi, B. Kayser, M. Masud and S. Prakash, JHEP 11, 122 (2016)

Presence of sterile 
neutrinos directly 
affect the oscillation 
spectrum at DUNE, 
leading to the 
wrong interpretation
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